Introduction
The complex X-ray susceptibility (XS) is a basic characteristic of a perfect crystal. The accuracy of XS calculations de®nes the reliability of spectra interpretation in diffraction experiments. The calculation of XS at an arbitrary wavelength also becomes very important in view of recent wide usage of synchrotron radiation (Authier, 1996) and development of new X-ray sources with a smoothly tuning frequency (Feranchuk et al., 2000) . The general de®nition of XS is well known (Pinsker, 1978) , and there are several ef®cient programs to calculate it (Brennan & Cowan, 1991; Lugovskaya & Stepanov, 1991) , available as commercial and shareware diffraction software. However, accuracy and diversity of modern experiments make it necessary to improve the algorithms for XS calculation. The accuracy of calculated XS values depends on the calculation method of its components (Pinsker, 1978) including (i) the atomic scattering factor (ASF) f 0 s in a wide range of the transmitted wave-vector s changes; (ii) Debye±Waller factor (DWF) expÀWs; (iii) corrections for anormal dispersion f H if HH and the structural phase factor de®ned by the atom's coordinates in the unit cell.
The values of f H and f HH are tabulated in several reliable databases (for example, Sasaki, 1989 Sasaki, , 1990 , the nucleus coordinates for structure factors are also reportedly known from identi®cation of the crystal structure. Therefore, in the present work emphasis is placed on the calculation of the ASF and DWF.
The value f 0 s is ab initio de®ned in International Tables for Crystallography (1992) by a Fourier image of the electron density of the atom (ion), found on the basis of Hartree±Fock (HF) wave functions. Unfortunately, this straightforward approach is not effective in practical calculations because of the necessity to use bulky databases for numerical solutions of the HF equations (Clementi & Roetti, 1974) . The model of Tomas±Fermi (International Tables for Crystallography, 1992) , also used for calculation of atomic form factors, is convenient for preliminary evaluation of XS but is not suf®cient for analysis of precise experiments. The most effective model for this purpose is proved to be an analytical parametrization of the functions f 0 s presented by Cromer & Mann (1968) for most of the atoms and ions, and these data are used in the software packages (Brennan & Cowan, 1991; Lugovskaya & Stepanov, 1991) . The tables of phenomenological parameters (Cromer & Mann, 1968) have been received for ASF as a result of numerical interpolation of the HF form factors in the interval of values 0`s`2. This interpolation does not concern the functions themselves. Waasmaier & Kirfel (1995) have extended the f 0 s database to a larger interval of s using an extended set of parameters. However, both approaches do not allow corrections to be calculated to the ASF caused by the non-sphericity of the electron density of the atom within the crystal, which appears owing to the in¯uence of the neighboring atoms (Kara & Kurki-Suonio, 1981) or external and crystal ®elds in ferromagnetic crystals (Stepanov & Sinha, 2000) . These corrections depend on the distortion of the wave functions of external electron shells of the atom (ion) and contribute slightly to f 0 s but sometimes this contribution can be comparable with the values of f H and f HH (International Tables for Crystallography, 1992) .
The ®rst result of this paper is a new method for approximating the function f 0 s. Whereas the accuracy and calculation volume of the present technique are comparable with the interpolation method by Cromer & Mann (1968) , it also gives directly the approximation for atomic wave functions themselves; this allows ASF to be found in the entire range of arguments taking into consideration the non-sphericity of the atomic shells. The essential feature of a compiled database for the interpolation of wave fuctions is a clear physical meaning of all its ®elds. The technique for calculation of f 0 s is based on the operator method (OM) for the approximate solution of the Schro È dinger equation (Feranchuk & Komarov, 1982 Feranchuk et al., 1995) .
The second part of the paper deals with the microscopic calculation of the Debye±Waller factor de®ning a supression of the coherent scattering of X-radiation in a crystal owing to temperature vibrations of nuclei (International Tables for  Crystallography, 1992) . Accurate calculation of the DWF is important for the evaluation of diffraction characteristics, e.g. the ratio of integral radiation intensities into different Bragg re¯ections or angular widths of diffraction peaks (Authier, 1996) . The most common way to evaluate the DWF is based on the Debye approximation for the spectrum of acoustical vibrations. This theory utilizes one parameter only, the Debye temperature of the crystal Â D , neglecting the anisotropy effects (International Tables for Crystallography, 1992) . Unfortunately, the values Â D are known for a comparatively small number of materials. Besides, even for monoelemental crystals, the Debye temperature depends essentially on the method of experimental measurements. For instance, the data from literature for the Debye temperature in the Ge crystal varies in a very wide range, from 211 to 400 K (International Tables for Crystallography, 1992). In the above-mentioned software packages (Brennan & Cowan, 1991; Lugovskaya & Stepanov, 1991) , the value of Â D for the crystals with a polyatomic unit cell is evaluated by means of an averaging procedure for the Debye temperature of all cell elements. This procedure delivers rather rough estimation for the DWF, despite the argument that the precise value Â D is not essential for strong Bragg re¯ections used in high-resolution X-ray diffraction (HRXRD). As an example, using the data cited in International Tables for Crystallography (1992), the susceptibility of X-rays for the re¯ection 400 in Ge at room temperature and for Cu K radiation is changing up to 15% within the above-mentioned range of Â D , and for the same re¯ection in Ga the variation reaches almost 50%. Such a large difference can appreciably dis®gure the picture of theoretical interpretation of HRXRD spectra. Moreover, for crystals with low symmetry of the unit cell, the DWF is considerably anisotropic ( International Tables for Crystal- lography, 1992) , and this case should be described by at least three different values of Â D . Thus, the development of the method for the theoretical evaluation of the DWF for an arbitrary crystal is an actual problem in HRXRD. The formal connection of the DWF with microscopic characteristics of a phonon spectrum of the crystal is well known (Bruesch, 1987) . However, the practical calculation of the DWF requires either the usage of an experimental phonon spectrum (Gao & Peng, 1999) or the solution of a very complicated problem for evaluation of the elements of the harmonic force matrix of the crystal. In the present work, we describe an algorithm for calculating the DWF for crystals taking into account both acoustic and optical branches of the phonon spectrum. The database for elastic force constants of the interaction between arbitrary atoms in the unit cell has been ®lled. These data are used to calculate the effective Debye temperature as well as the anisotropy of the DWF for crystals.
The paper is structured as follows: in x2, the OM approximation for one-electron wave functions of atoms (ions) is described. The comparison of our results with other known approximations is presented and the procedure for accounting for the non-sphericity of electron density is considered. In x3, these functions are used for the calculation of form factors of free atoms and ions. In x4, the physical structure of a database record for force matrices of crystals is considered and a quantitative estimation for the Debye temperature is derived. The equations for approximate calculation of different branches of the phonon spectrum are derived in x5 and a microscopic estimation of the DWF is discussed taking into account optical phonons and anisotropy factors.
The mathematical background
The present work gives a recipe for the creation of a database for ASF using approximated atomic wave functions, which implements the parameters with de®nite physical sense, in contrast to numerical interpolation by Cromer & Mann (1968) . There are papers by Climenti & Raimondi (1963) and by Stewart (1969) and databases where a precise enough analytical approximation for one-electron wave functions has been derived. In most of these cases, the wave functions derived are a result of the numerical interpolation for solutions of the Hartree±Fock equations for free atoms; this makes it dif®cult to use these functions for a description of a nonspherical electron-density distribution in crystals. Here we use the operator method for the approximate calculation of the atomic wave functions in the crystal. The OM results in the approximate solution for the Schro È dinger equation and is valid for the entire range of Hamiltonian parameters. The method has been successfully applied to various quantum systems (Feranchuk & Komarov, 1982 Feranchuk et al., 1995 Feranchuk et al., , 1996 . The essential feature of the OM is its locality in the space of eigenstates of the investigated quantum system, i.e. a state vector in the zeroth-order approximation includes the variational parameters de®ned by the condition of`the best description' of exactly this state. Another important feature is the convergence of the successive approximation of the OM in the entire range of changing of the Hamiltonian parameters. Both these features of the OM have permitted us to ®nd the analytical expression for wave functions of manyelectron atoms in crystals using a comparatively small database of parameters with clear physical meaning.
A quantitative description of atomic systems is based on the concept of an independent movement of electrons in a selfconsistent ®eld, e.g. of a Hartree±Fock potential (Fisher, 1977) . One-electron state vectors are considered as a basis for construction of the zeroth approximation for electron wave functions. The OM extends the conception of a common selfconsistent ®eld by inclusion of an`individual' ®eld for every electron in every state. This helps to realize in full measure the idea of the independent movement of electrons, when the total energy of the atom is reduced to the sum of energies of individual electrons; this is in contrast to the total Hartree± Fock energy of an atom, which does not satisfy this condition (Veselov & Labzovskii, 1986) . The characteristics of thesè individual' ®elds are determined by the selection of the basis of one-particle wave functions. For atoms, the most natural basis is generated by functions describing the movement of each electron in its own Coulomb ®eld de®ned by an effective charge. These individual effective charges are supposed to be different for different electron states and are considered as the OM variational parameters for the best zeroth approximation. The charges are transformed to the charge of an atomic nucleus when the interaction between electrons is adiabatically cut off. The reason for such a parametrization can also be explained by the fact that the Coulomb wave functions with a properly chosen effective charge approximates the Hartree± Fock functions very well (Kregar, 1984) .
An individualization of the self-consistent ®eld for the electron in every quantum state does not contradict the permutation symmetry of the initial Hamiltonian of the whole atom. Besides, it is very important to use the basic set of orthonormalized one-electron wave functions for a correct calculation of form factors and higher-order approximations. The construction of an orthonormalized basis starts from the functions R nl rY Z nl , which are the solutions of the radial Schro È dinger equation for a particle in the Coulomb ®eld of the charge Z nl , and spherical harmonics Y lm n. Here, r jrj; n rar and nY lY m are the principal, orbital and azimuthal quantum numbers (Landau & Lifshitz, 1963) , and atomic units and the traditional spectroscopic classi®cation are used.
Thus, a coordinate part of the wave function of an electron in the ®rst shell is chosen as the 1s state in the ®eld with effective charge Z 1s :
Thus a general form for wave functions of the electron in the second shell is
Here, the coef®cients C 20 and C 21 are chosen from the conditions of the orthogonality of functions 1s 2 and 2s 2 and normalization of the function 2s 2:
This procedure is repeated for the states of electrons in the third shell resulting in the relations:
where, again, the coef®cients C 30 , C 31 and C 32 are de®ned by the orthogonality of the function 3s 2rY Z 3s to the functions 1s 2rY Z 1s and 2s 2rY Z 2s and by normalization. Coef®cients D 31 and D 32 can be found from the orthogonality of the functions 3p 2 m rY Z 3p and 2p 2 m rY Z 2p and their normalizations. The formulas above illustrate the procedure for construction of an orthonormalized basis from the Coulomb functions belonging to different effective charges. The set of radial functions with the same principal quantum number n is enough for a similar construction of electron wave functions in any shell. The only free variational parameters in the functions of the OM's zeroth approximation are the effective charges, contrary to the Slater orbitals (Clementi & Roetti, 1974) , where essentially more parameters are introduced in order to interpolate the polynomial structure of radial functions. The reason for constructing the orthonormal basis in this way is also related to the in¯uence the electron kinetic energy operator has on these functions. For example,
The components on the right-hand sides of the equations ÀZ 2 1s a2 1s 2rY Z 1s and ÀZ 2 2s a8 2s 2rY Z 2s are eliminated when the total Hamiltonian acts on a many-particle wave function. In this case, the result is represented as a sum of oneparticle energies of electrons. This one-particle orthonormalized basis along with the effective charges of electrons as free parameters permits the construction of a wave function for the entire atom. For every concrete atomic state, the vector jÉi is presented as a sum of antisymmetrized products of oneparticle functions from the constructed basis in the form of a Slater determinant (spin functions should be taken into account).
In the zeroth OM approximation (Feranchuk et al., 1995) , a diagonal matrix element E hÉjHjÉi de®nes the atomic energy with a nuclear charge Z and the Hamiltonian
In accordance with the OM (Feranchuk et al., 1995) , free parameters (effective charges in our case) can be chosen due to the condition of independence of the diagonal matrix elements of the Hamiltonian in a wave-function representation. In our case, these conditions lead to the equations
Slater's determinant is only considered for the mathematical foundation of the initial approximation. Certainly, the orthonormalization of the basis allows all the advantages of the secondary quantization formalism to be used in routine calculations. Restricting ourselves to completely ®lled nl states for illustrative purposes and introducing the notations
the ground-state energy for any atom is given as an algebraic expression. For example, for an atom with four electrons and a nuclear charge Z, the energy can be written as (population of the electron states is de®ned by the Pauli principle) E À2Z 2 1s a2 À 2Z 2 2s a8 À 2Z À Z 1s e 10 À 2Z À Z 2s e 20 À 2ec 20 ee 1010 ee 2020 4ee 1020 À 2ex 1020 X 12
The analogous formula for an atom with ten electrons and a nuclear charge Z is E À2Z 2 1s a2 À 2Z 2 2s a8 À 6Z 2 2p a8 À 2Z À Z 1s e 10 À 2Z À Z 2s e 20 À 6Z À Z 2p e 20 À 2e 20 c ee 1010 ee 2020 4ee 1020 12ee 1021 12ee 2021 15ee 2121 À 2ex 1020 À 6ex 1021 À 6ex 2021 À 6ex 2121 X 13
The numerical coef®cients in the last formulas are determined by the number of electrons in the occupied states and the number of interacting electron pairs, i.e. the number of electron pairs with equally oriented spins contributing to the exchange interaction. According to the formulas (12)±(13), the energy of an atom can be written as a sum of two terms
where E 0 represents a sum of one-particle energies of electrons, given by the formulas following from the relations (5):
The value E 1 is the ®rst-order correction of the operator method, caused by an approximate presentation of the potential energy of the atom as a sum of individual potential energies of electrons.
The results of the OM zeroth approximation can now be juxtaposed with the Hartree±Fock results for some atomic characteristics. Table 1 shows the energies E 0 and E 1 for neutral Be, B, F, Ne, Na and Mg atoms, calculated by assuming the de®nition of the effective charges as given in (7). Atomic units are used in the calculations and the total Hartree±Fock energy for non-relativistic atoms (Clementi & Roetti, 1974) is presented in the last column. The OM values for the total atomic energy are in a good agreement with the Hartree±Fock method. One of the advantages of the OM approach is the smallness of the non-additive contribution E 1 with respect to the total energy, in contrast to the Hartree±Fock method (Veselov & Labzovskii, 1986) . The simple structure of the wave functions used allows the inclusion of a self-consistent relativistic contribution to the atomic Hamiltonian. This requires a renormalization of the effective charges in heavy atoms, which is described below for atomic form factors.
The OM permits successive improvements in the precision of the calculated wave functions by including corrections for non-sphericity of the electron density in external shells. For instance, the procedure to calculate successive corrections by the OM for the crystals with the diamond-type crystallographic unit cell C, Si, Ge is the following. Owing to the in¯uence of the neighbor atoms within the crystal, four external electrons in these atoms have parallel spins and are situated on four normalized tetrahedral orbitals de®ned by the symmetry of the crystallographic unit cell. These orbitals are as follows (International Tables for Crystallography, 1992):
Here Y lm are the standard spherical harmonics and R nl are the radial functions of external electrons. These functions are the same as in free atoms but contain other effective charges. The next step is the construction of a determinant based on these 2 i functions. This determinant describes the four-particle wave function of the atomic external shell and it is used in further calculations of the atomic energy and the ASF variation due to anisotropy of the external shell. These calculations can be made using mono-and two-particle density matrices for electrons in the external shell: 
17 where x is the cosine of an angle between vectors r 1 and r 2 . These density-matrix expressions are used to ®nd an atom energy and to optimize by means of (7) the effective charge in an external shell of an atom in the crystal. The contribution of the external shell to ASF is calculated as a Fourier image of the density matrix & 1 . This contribution differs from the analogous density matrix in a free atom,
both in explicit form and due to the renormalized effective charge. Direct physical interpretation of the OM wave functions can be used to ®nd the change in the atomic form factors caused by the external ®eld. For example, in a magnetic ®eld, the atoms C, Si and Ge in their ground states have two external p electrons, which form a state with the total spin S 1 and orbital momentum L 1. Taking the spin±orbital interaction into account, the ground state of these atoms corresponds to the zero eigenvalue of the total momentum J L S (Landau & Lifshitz, 1963) . In a magnetic ®eld Ä, directed along the z axis, the Hamiltonian of the atom is changed by the value
where A b 0 is the constant of the spin±orbit interaction and " B is the Bohr magneton. The radial wave functions of the OM zeroth approximation R n1 r, with n 2CY 3SiY 4Ge do not change but their spin±angular dependence de®ned by the eigenfunctions of the operator H can be diagonalized by means of the eigenvectors of the full spin and the momentum operators jM L Y M S i. The ground-state vector of the atom in the ®eld is de®ned by the following linear combination:
These wave functions lead to the appearance of a nonspherical part in the electron density. As a result, the ASF includes a term proportional to the second Legendre polynomial with an angle between the axis z and the vector q.
The amplitude of this contribution is de®ned by an integral of the radial electron density with a Bessel function:
J 5a2 qr À 10 9 $ 2 P 2 cos f m sX 20 Fig. 1 shows the amplitude of the anisotropic part f m s of ASF for Si (n 3) and Ge (n 4) in a magnetic ®eld. It should be noted that the corrections to effective charges of shells are of the second order in magnetic ®eld, therefore the radial functions of a free atom have been used to calculate the integral (20). This amplitude is relatively small in comparison to the isotropic case but for some re¯ections it can be comparable with the values of anomalous-dispersion corrections. The latter can show up as a new physical effect in X-ray spectra recorded from crystals in rather strong external or intercrystalline magnetic ®elds. We consider the crystals of silicon and germanium as a simple illustration for the proposed algorithm. The effect of magnetic anisotropy is expected to be more pronounced for atoms of the 3d group, but this analysis is out of the scope of the present study.
Numerical results for the atomic scattering factors
The algorithm for the construction of the atomic wave functions described above has been applied to all atoms in the Periodic (Cromer & Mann, 1968) . Certainly, the database is supplemented by the analytical formulas for the partial ASF of each atomic shell, i.e. the total ASF of a given atom can be calculated as follows: where N nl is the population of the electron shell with quantum numbers nY l and ASF(nl) is the partial atomic scattering factor for this shell. Formula (22) contains the analytical expressions ASF(nl) suf®cient for all the atoms and ions of the periodic system of elements.
ASF1s 16Z The analytical expressions for the form factors in the suggested approach are signi®cantly more cumbersome than the conventional combination of the exponents in the mathematical interpolation by Cromer & Mann (1968) . They are, however, more¯exible owing to their validity for any re¯ection without limitation of indices. Additionally, they can easily be modi®ed in order to take into account various corrections to ASF (see x2). Fig. 2 shows the atomic scattering factors calculated by the OM (solid lines) and by numerical interpolation by Cromer & Mann (1968) (dots) for atoms Si, Ba and Cu >and ions Mn 3 and U 3 . The picture demonstrates a good agreement between the two methods in the range 0`s sin Âa!`2 A Ê À1 .
Evaluation of the Debye temperature of crystals
At present, most software packages (Brennan & Cowan, 1991; Lugovskaya & Stepanov, 1991) (Gao & Peng, 1999) are known for only a few materials, whereas the situation is unclear for most crystalline structures. We propose here the method of microscopic simulation of the force matrix for an arbitrary crystal, which helps to realize both the evaluation of Â D and the calculation of the DWF with high accuracy.
If the DWF is parametrized by a single parameter Â D , the harmonic oscillations of the atoms in a crystal cell result in an attenuation of the elastic scattering amplitudes by the value of DWF. In the isotropic approximation, this factor for an atom with index p in the crystallographic unit cell is de®ned by the formula expÀ2W p expÀB p Ts 2 X 23
Here, s sin B a! is the transmitted wave vector de®ned in the standard way. The main contribution to the temperature coef®cient BT is supposed to be introduced by the acoustic branch of the phonon spectrum, so the result can be presented in the following way (Bruesch, 1987) :
where B is the Boltzmann constant and the Debye temperature is de®ned by the expression
This is a result of a linear interpolation of the dispersion law for acoustic phonons 3k 9 uk within the Debye sphere with radius k D , which depends on the volume of the unit cell of the crystal 0 . Thus, in the considered approximation, the value Â D or its related sound velocity u is the only parameter in¯uencing the DWF. The microscopic parameter u can be found from the dispersion equation for the phonon frequencies de®ned by the harmonic force matrix of the crystal. Because the approximation of pairwise interactions is satisfactory for the real density of atoms in crystals (Ashcroft & Mermin, 1976) , a realistic two-particle potential (Balescu, 1975) can be used for construction of the force matrix. In general, the distance between two neighboring atoms in a crystal differs from the equilibrium distance in the corresponding molecule consisting of the same atoms. However, according to crystallochemical research this difference is small because the atomic binding in the crystals is mainly de®ned by the same external electron shells as in the molecules (Bokii, 1971) . Thus, since a model Atomic scattering factor f 0 s calculated by the OM (solid lines), by numerical interpolation (Cromer & Mann, 1968, potential approximates the electron term of two bound atoms in some neighborhood of the equilibrium distance R 0 , it can also be used for ®nding the force matrix elements at distances corresponding to the atom positions within the unit cell of a real crystal. In the approximation of pairwise interaction, the element of the force matrix is de®ned by the following formula (Ashcroft & Mermin, 1976) :
Here, upper indexes in the force matrix enumerate different atoms in the cell and lower ones correspond to atomic shifts from their equilibrium positions in Cartesian coordinates; pq and R 0pq are the harmonic force constants and the equilibrium distance in the molecule corresponding to the atom pair with indexes pq, respectively; vector R pq is the real distance between these atoms in the crystal cell.
In this section, we use the Debye interpolation for the phonon spectrum and neglect the anisotropy effects. This means that the standard dispersion equation for the acoustical phonon branch (Ashcroft & Mermin, 1976) should be averaged over all directions in the space of phonon wave vectors as well as over different directions in the unit cell of the direct space. If the approximation of the nearest neighbors is used for the force matrix of the crystal, the average sound velocity is de®ned by the following simple formula, which is derived in detail in x5:
Here, a 0 represents the average size of the unit cell; the summation is over all different pairs of nearest-neighbor atoms in the cell, where ' is the number of such a pair; # A p B p is the oscillation frequency in cm À1 for a pair of atoms with the index p; the numerical coef®cient 1a3 in (27) is due to averaging over all directions. Substituting (27) into the de®nition of Debye temperature (25), a universal correlation between Â D and " # can be found:
The formula (28) corresponds to the known interpretation of the Debye temperature of the crystal; its value is proportional to the characteristic phonon frequency. If a standard unit system is used, the numerical coef®cient in (28) is close to unity:
If a recipe for the calculation of the harmonic frequency for any given pair of atoms is known then this formula can be used for a simple evaluation of the Debye temperature of an arbitrary crystal. The elastic constant A describing the interaction between the identical atoms in two-atomic homonuclear molecules from one side and the interatomic potential VR from other side is expressed as (Huber & Gerzberg, 1979 )
Here the interatomic potential VR corresponds to the ground-electron term with the binding energy E 0 at equilibrium distance R 0 ; # A is the principal oscillation frequency of the homonuclear molecule in cm À1 composed from two identical atoms with mass M A ; c is the velocity of light.
Theoretical ab initio calculations of the constant A with a spectroscopic accuracy for homo-and heteronuclear molecules require some complicated quantum-mechanical calculations of electron terms (Gribov & Mushtakova, 1999) . However, so-called`realistic' potentials for atom±atom interaction like the Lennard±Jones potential can provide suf®cient accuracy for statistically averaged macroscopic characteristics of molecular gases (Balescu, 1975) :
The parameter A corresponds to the repulsive part of the potential at small distances and the constant A is proportional to the product of squared dipole moments of interacting atoms and simulates the van der Waals attraction at large distances (Landau & Lifshitz, 1963) . The Lennard±Jones potential does not provide the detailed description of electron terms in the entire range of the interatomic distance (Gribov & Mushtakova, 1999) and therefore it cannot be used for precise evaluation of the dissociation energy of the molecule. Nevertheless, it describes quite well the behavior of real potentials near their minima (Balescu, 1975) , which are of special interest for us in the scope of the harmonic approximation. The above-mentioned characteristics of the harmonic potential are expressed through the constants A and A as
The temperature factor in structure amplitudes is the result of statistical averaging when the ®ne details of the potential are not essential. Analogous parametrization by A and A can then be used to evaluate the Debye temperature for a twoatom potential. Because experimental data received from the cross sections as well as from the oscillation spectra are known for a relatively small set of different atomic pairs, a general recipe for the calculation of AB and AB for arbitrary atoms A and B must be provided. Such a general recipe can be derived from the scaling dependence of the interaction potential established in the framework of a statistic theory of atoms (Biersack & Ziegler, 1982) . A repulsive part of the potential for two different atoms (ions) has been calculated as a geometric average of interaction potentials V rep A R and V rep B R taken from independent pairs AA and BB of identical atoms:
These correlations agree well with the experimental data for a large range of interatomic distances (Biersack & Ziegler, 1982) . Equation (33) allows the evaluation of AB for interactions between different atoms using the simple formula AB 9 A B 1a2 X 34
A similar correlation can also be justi®ed for other parameters of the potential. Indeed, the potential of attraction becomes essential at larger interatomic distances (Landau & Lifshitz, 1963) and therefore the main contribution to the mutual polarization of atoms is introduced by the small quantity of excited states. Then parameter AB can be estimated as
Substituting (34) and (35) into (30) and (32), we deduce the combinative rules for the evaluation of potentials for heteronuclear diatomic molecules (the experimental data for the homonuclear molecules are used in this procedure):
Here # A and # B are the principal oscillation frequencies of the molecules A 2 and B 2 ; # AB corresponds to the molecule AB and the difference in the reduced masses for homo-and heteronuclear molecules is taken into account. Certainly, these combinative rules are semi-phenomenological owing to the choice of the model potential and because of the lack of a suf®cient theoretical ground for the relations (33) and (35) . The effectiveness and accuracy of these relations can be investigated by applying them to diatomic molecules with known parameters. Table 2 lists all the necessary parameters for diatomic homonuclear molecules from the reference book by Huber & Gerzberg (1979) . The comparison of the calculated binding energy E 0 with the (Huber & Gerzberg, 1979) is quite formal. This is because the Lennard±Jones potential is not a good model for the electron term for all interatomic distances. In fact, only the parameters # and R 0 are important for our model since they de®ne the behavior of the potential in the harmonic approximation. The parameters for molecules marked by the symbol * are absent in Huber & Gerzberg (1979) and we calculated these values by means of our combinative rules based on experimental data for materials containing these atoms along with others. Figs. 3 and 4 show the comparison of experimental (Huber & Gerzberg, 1979) parameters of heteronuclear molecules with their theoretical values, calculated according to the combinative rules of (36). In these pictures, the x axis repre-sents the experimental values and the y axis the theoretical values. Thus, an ideal correspondence between experiment and theory should result in a situation that all points fall on a single straight line. About 200 different molecules described by Huber & Gerzberg (1979) have been examined. Despite the large variation in the range of absolute values for real molecule parameters, the evaluation of these values using the combinative rules is rather effective: the mean square error is 3% when estimating R 0 and 8% for #. The largest deviations reach 30% and are related to a few molecules that contain hydrogen, for which the statistical evaluations are not a good approximation. The formula derived can also be used as a rough estimation of the dissociation energy; the mean square error for this parameter is about 25% owing to the abovementioned reasons. Corrections to the parameters considered for interacting ions can be estimated in the framework of the Tomas±Fermi model (Biersack & Ziegler, 1982) . 5 is a graphical representation of Table 3 for the coordinates Â exp D Y Â th D . The model Lennard±Jones potential used in this study is not a unique potential for such kinds of calculations. Moreover, the hybridization of external electron shells in crystals can considerably in¯uence the potential (Tsirelson & Ozerov, 1996) . Therefore, the combinative formula (36) as well as the approximation of close neighbors in a unit cell have to be considered as a phenomenological rule, the precision of which can be estimated by comparison with experimental data ( Table 2, Figs. 3 and 4) . The parameters of heteronuclear molecules being combined in other ways, e.g. as an arithmetic average, result in worse precision. Comparison of the experimental and calculated values of the principal frequencies # AB for diatomic molecules.
Figure 3
Comparison of the experimental and calculated values of the equilibrium distances R AB for diatomic molecules.
Figure 5
Comparison of the experimental Â exp and calculated Â th values of the Debye temperatures for crystals.
Algorithm for numerical calculation of the Debye± Waller factor
The method for microscopic simulation of the harmonic potential for an arbitrary pair of atoms presented in the last section allows a more accurate calculation of the DWF. This accuracy is provided by the optical branches of the phonon spectrum and the anisotropy of the DWF in the crystals with a polyatomic unit cell. The anharmonic effects are neglected in this case and the interactions between atoms in neighboring cells are only taken into account when calculating the DWF. In general, every force matrix element includes four components (À, X, Y, Z), which are described as follows:
(À): Contribution of the atoms situated in the same unit cell. These elements of the force matrix are denoted by À Y iYj . Here lower indexes correspond to the usual Cartesian components (iY j 1Y 2Y 3) and upper ones enumerate s atoms in the same cell (Y 1Y F F F Y s). The unit cell is assumed to consist of s 1 atoms of one type, s 2 atoms of an other type etc., where s 1 s 2 F F F s. The distance between some atom with number 1 and all the atoms of the same type in the cell is expressed as
where the dimensionless atom coordinates x i are measured in fractions of the corresponding basic vectors a i of the crystal. In the framework of the considered approximation, only the least distances are kept and the number of them de®nes the coordination number for this type of atom (Ashcroft & Mermin, 1976) :
The analogous procedure delivers the distances and the coordination numbers for atoms of different types: The value B t T in the Debye±Waller factor for the atoms of (a) As and (b) Ga in the crystal GaAs (Â D 210 K) as a function of the temperature. The dashed line presents the results of Gao & Peng (1999) , obtained on the basis of an experimental phonon spectrum; the solid line is a calculation by the present algorithm; the dash±dotted curve represents the optical phonon branch.
